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The National Child Welfare Organization
 passed a resolution calling for a change
in the existing English learning style.
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I feel like star of the world 
I feel like one of the best 
“So we are in NCDC” 
Women the power of world 
Children the soul of future 
We promot them 
Ncdc…… ncdc ……
I feel like over come everything 
I feel like face to face everything 
so we are in ncdc
Grow up grow up with us 
Grow up grow up with us

SHAHANA HAMEED

Exercise. Exercise is one of the most impo
things you can do to combat stress. ...
Consider supplements. ...
Laugh
Reduce your caffeine intake. ...
Write it down. ...
Spend time with friends and family. 

simple ways to relieve stress and anxiety.
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Hey my dear cutie pies
Welcome to our sweet little home
Look around my cuppy cakes
How much wonderful your garden is
Swing, slide and climbing frame
Seasaw and so much you have

Hello dears come to your room
How much colourful your classroom is
Cylinder blocks and pink tower
Brown stairs and sound cylinders
Smelling bottle, touch tables
What other things you can see

Black board sticking board and
 colourful walls
Cute little table, chair with rug floor too
Hey my children look you walls
How much bright and attractive
Rainbow painting picture charts
Number charts are also here

We can cook,we can play
Iam with you always as best friend..

SHERIN SHAHANA
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Story name-Sharing and caring
Once upon a time there was a child. His name is
Raju. He is very selfish. He is never shared his toys
with any one..and also he never cared about
others. His parents were worried about how to
teach him about sharing and caring and all... Then
one day Raju was returning from school on his new
bicycle.suddenly Raju was watching a boy fell in to
a bitch. The boy cried ver loudly " oh I can't move
please help me anyone". Raju would never help
anyone but that day one miracle Raju felt sad for
the boy.so he helped him and also Raju said "looks
like you have fractured your hand.sit behind me
and I will ride to you the hospital. Later,in the
evening, the boys parents visited Raju's home and
thanked him,"you are very kind boy.god will
always bless you."Raju is very happy. After they
had left Raju's father said "son,see the blessings
you receive by being Sharing and caring." Raju
understood the value of sharing and caring by his
own experience ..He is very happy. And his father
and mother also happy..
Moral of the story- Be share and care to others
facing any difficult situations..
Thank you...😊
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“In a conflict between the heart
 and the brain, follow your heart. ”
― Swami Vivekananda
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